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Abstract
Because modernized global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs) carry high-performance atomic clocks onboard, a new
problem has arisen regarding whether the clock estimation approach is good enough to reflect the true performance of
onboard atomic clocks. This paper proposes a new and novel centimeter-level clock synchronization approach for BDS-3
satellites based on two-way comparisons using inter-satellite link measurements. The proposed approach estimates satellite
clock offsets by adjusting satellite clock offsets obtained from inter-satellite ranging measurements, and measurement noise is
greatly reduced. The noise level of clock offsets estimated by the new approach is 0.7 cm, which is 41% of that of clock offsets
estimated by ISL direct two-way comparisons. Compared to the ODTS approach, the new approach efficiently eliminates
orbit errors in clock offsets. On this basis, the paper presents a space-borne timescale (SPBT) using high-performance atomic
clocks onboard BDS-3 satellites. The frequency stability of the SPBT is 8.6E-16 at a 1-day interval; this result is superior
to ground GNSS timescales such as BDT. Based on the SPBT, this paper evaluates the performance of the BDS-3 onboard
atomic clock. The 2-h and 24-h prediction uncertainties for the BDS-3 PHM are 0.04 and 0.12 m, and the frequency stabilities
are 1.6e-14 and 3.4e-15 at 10,000-s and 1-day intervals, respectively. The 2-h and 24-h prediction uncertainties of the BDS-3
RAFSs are 0.05 and 0.37 m, and the frequency stabilities are 1.9E-14 and 8.1E-15 at 10,000-s and 1-day intervals. This study
contributes to autonomous navigation and signal-in-space accuracy improvements for GNSSs.
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1 Introduction

Satellite onboard atomic clocks are essential instruments for
global navigation satellite systems (GNSSs) since GNSSs
measure time and distance by comparing clocks. The per-
formance of satellite clocks and the accuracy of their offset
estimation are critical factors in the modeling and prediction
of satellite clock offsets based on the broadcasted informa-
tion. Therefore, the standard point positioning accuracy is
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directly affected by them. Broadcast clock parameter errors
dominated the signal-in-space ranging errors (SISREs) of
early GPS satellites, such as the BLOCK IIA and BLOCK
IIR and GLONASS satellites (Warren and Raquet 2003;
Montenbruck 2015a; Yang et al. 2021). Due to the irregular
behaviors of onboard atomic clocks, clock offsets are diffi-
cult to precisely model and predict at the centimeter level.
Hence, developing a real-time clock estimation approach that
can handle real-time problems with minimal computational
burden and fewer quality control issues is imperative. This
approachwould be ideal for achieving real-time precise point
positioning (Hauschild and Montenbruck 2009; Ge et al.
2012).

New emerging systems, such as BDS-3 in China and
Galileo in Europe, as well as The Global Positioning Sys-
tem (GPS), employ highly stable onboard atomic clocks. A
modernized GPS employs several cesium atomic clocks with
high long-term frequency stability both on the ground and
satellite to together maintain the time standard of the sys-
tem together and uses several rubidium atomic clocks with
high short-term frequency stability as the main payload for
PNT services (Montenbruck et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017b).
BDS-3 and Galileo employ multiple RAFSs and PHMs as
the key elements of the navigation payload (Droz et al. 2009,
2010; Steigenberger andMontenbruck 2016; Wu et al. 2018;
Kouba 2019).

A new problem has arisen regarding whether the clock
estimation approaches are accurate enough to obtain the
true clock offsets. With an ideal clock offsets estimation
approach, the estimation errors are a small part of the
detrended clock residuals, or irregular variations in the
onboard clock outputs dominate the detrended clock resid-
uals. The most commonly used satellite clock estimation
approach is ODTS (The Orbit Determination and Time Syn-
chronization), which simultaneously estimates satellite clock
offsets and orbit parameters using pseudorange and carrier-
phase measurements from a globally distributed network.
ODTS is compatible well with the OCX of GPS, Galileo
and IGS analysis centers (Dow et al. 2007; Bertiger et al.
2010; Steigenberger and Montenbruck 2016; Johnston et al.
2017). However, due to the high correlations between orbit
and clock parameters and solar pressure modeling errors,
the estimated clock offsets contain periodic orbit errors at
several centimeters to decimeter level (Montenbruck et al.
2015b; Tang et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2016). Periodical orbit
errors degrade the performance of the apparent clock offsets,
and as a result advantage of the high stability of the atomic
clocks onboard of GPS andGalileo cannot be fully exploited.
Periodical orbit errors in clock solutions fromODTS increase
the deviation of the clock solutions from the quadratic poly-
nomial model and degrade the broadcast clock parameter
accuracy. Thus, the ODTS method may not be a sufficiently
accurate approach.

Compared to atomic clocks onboard BDS-2 satellites,
with stabilities comparable to those of GPS Block IIR satel-
lites (Zhou et al. 2016), BDS-3 satellites are equipped with
PHMs or rubidium atomic clocks. The stabilities of highly
stable rubidium atomic clocks and PHMs are superior to
those of BDS-2 satellites. The early BDS-2 satellites are
equipped with atomic clocks that have performance com-
parable to those of GPS Block IIR satellites. Furthermore,
BDS-3 satellites are equipped with passive hydrogen maser
(PHM) or rubidium atomic clocks. The stabilities of PHMs
are expected to be at the same level as those onboard Galileo.

A different clock estimation approach with two-way com-
parisons is adopted for BDS satellites. By directly comparing
two-way measurements, the satellite orbit errors, station
coordinate errors, and propagation delay modeling errors are
easily eliminated. Two-way comparisons reflect the physical
characteristics of the onboard atomic clocks (Liu et al. 2009;
Zhou et al. 2016; Pan et al. 2018; Tang et al. 2018). The clock
offsets of BDS-2 satellites are measured through L-band
two-way satellite time and frequency transfer (TWSTFT).
TWSTFT measures the satellite clock offset relative to the
information from a ground station (the master station, which
keeps BDT) by comparing the L-band uplink pseudorange
with the L-Band downlink pseudorange. BDS-3 satellites
are equipped with inter-satellite link (ISL) terminals. The
ISL facilities enable time-division multiple access (TDMA)
and dual, one-way measurements. Relative clock offsets can
also be obtained from direct ISL comparisons. Tang et al.
(2018) found that directly compared ISL clock offsets exhibit
moreminor fluctuations than L-band TWSTFT clock offsets,
indicating that the direct ISL comparisons are more accurate
for clock estimation. Although clock offsets from two-way
comparisons are free of orbit errors, they are influenced by
measurement noise. In fact, the ISLmeasurement noise level
can reach 10 cm, which is one to two orders of magnitude
larger than that of phase measurements. Hence, a direct ISL
comparisonmay not be sufficiently accurate (Wu et al. 2018).

This paper focuses on high-performance atomic clocks
onboard BDS-3 satellites and the benefits of these clocks.
However, both periodical errors and random noises induced
by the clock estimation approach degrade the apparent clock
behavior. A new satellite clock estimation (clock synchro-
nization) approach based on ISL measurement adjustment
is proposed, and the estimated clock offsets are both free
of satellite orbit errors and two-way comparison measure-
ment noise. The proposed approach takes full advantage of
redundant observations in ISLmeasurements to suppress ISL
measurement noise and achieves centimeter-level clock syn-
chronization among satellites.

Both GPS and Galileo use ODTS approaches in broadcast
satellite clock offset estimation. Apparent orbital variations
are present in the estimated clock offsets, further increas-
ing uncertainties in clock prediction (Yang et al. 2021). For
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the high-performance atomic clocks onboard modernized
GNSS satellites such as PHM clocks of BDS-3 and Galileo
satellites, irregular variations of the clock itself are rather
small, and the periodic orbit errors dominate the detrended
residuals. Frequent update is needed to represent the peri-
odic orbit errors if high signal-in-space accuracy is the goal.
The clock parameter errors will dominate the SISRE with-
out frequent updates. However, one should note that frequent
updates are an intensive task for the ground control. On the
other hand, the broadcasted satellite clock offsets of BDS-3
are generated using L-band two-way comparisons and direct
ISL two-way comparisons in combination. The fluctuations
and measurement noise in both direct two-way comparisons
result in inconsistencies between the estimated clock offsets
and in larger errors in broadcasted satellite clock parame-
ters. According to Chen et al. (2020), the BDS-3 broadcasted
clock parameter error is 0.57 ns, which dominates the SISRE
for BDS-3. In this paper, a new centimeter-level clock syn-
chronization approach is proposed to improve the broadcast
clock offset prediction accuracy and reduce the frequency of
updates.

The broadcasted satellite clock parameters of GNSSs
are referenced to their respective ground system time. The
BDS satellite clock parameters are referenced to the BDS
Time, with daily stability at 1.3E-14 level (Han et al. 2021).
The Galileo satellite clock parameters are referenced to
the Galileo precise timing facility-maintained GST, with
daily stabilities ranging from 1.1E-15 to 2.7E-15 (Proia
et al. 2014). GPS satellite clock parameters are referenced
to the GPST. The frequency stability of GPST can reach
7.0E-15 and 2.2E-15 at 10,000-s and 1-day intervals, respec-
tively (Senior and Coleman 2017). Generating a space-borne
timescale (SPBT) comparable to the ground-based time scale
will benefit GNSS operation and scientific tasks. For GNSS
operation, with a highly stable SPBT, the satellites can
update the broadcast clock parameters themselves using the
inter-satellite link, reducing the frequency of regular updat-
ing operations performed by ground control facilities and
reducing system operation reliance on the ground segment
facilities (Wang et al. 2011, 2017a). High-stability SPBTs
will also benefit scientific tasks and programs such as the
AtomicClock Ensemble in Space (ACES) program proposed
by the ESA for testing the fundamental laws of physics in
space (Cacciapuoti and Salomon 2011) and the future Kepler
constellation for reference frame generation (Giorgi et al.
2019; Glaser et al. 2020). It is also possible for BDS-3 to
construct a space-borne timescale that is comparable with the
ground timescale using the BDS-3 onboard clock only with
centimeter clock synchronization results. Once the space-
borne timescale is generated, the satellite clock parameters
are generated autonomously.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, a centimeter-
level clock synchronization approach for satellites based on
BDS-3 ISLmeasurement adjustment is introduced promising
accuracy improvements. A space-borne timescale is gener-
ated, and stability analysis of SPBT is performed in Sect. 3.
The space-borne timescale and ISL adjustment clock off-
sets are used to evaluate the performance of satellite clocks
in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions and discussion are given in
Sect. 5.

2 Centimeter-level clock synchronization
approach

2.1 Algorithm

Tang et al. (2018) gave basic observation equations for dual,
one-way ISL as follows:
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∣
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)

+ �ρBA
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Satellite B receives pseudorange ρAB(t1) from satellite A
at time t1, and satellite A receives pseudorange ρBA(t2) from
satellite B at t2. The ISL of BDS-3 follows a time-division
multiple access (TDMA) structure. The ISL dual one-way

pseudoranges are in general measured at different times.
⇀

R A

and
⇀

R B are three-dimensional position vectors for satellite
A and satellite B, respectively; clkA and clkB are the clock
offsets of satellite A and B, respectively; c is the speed of
light; �t1 and �t2 are the travel times of light, respectively;
τSendA and τSendB are the hardware delays of satellite A and
satellite B in transmittance; τ Rcv

A and τ Rcv
B are the receiving

hardware delays of satellite A and satellite B, the hardware
delays can be calibrated and removed based on the proposal
fromPan et al. 2018; ζAB and ζBA are themeasurement errors
of the ISL; �ρAB

cor and �ρBA
cor are the error corrections for the

dual, one-way observations of both satellites, which can be
accurately modeled. The error corrections include satellite
phase center corrections and relativistic effect corrections.

t1 and t2 are different epochs. To obtain clock offsets
between two satellites, it is necessary to reduce the dual, one-
way observations from different epochs to the same epoch;
the corresponding equations are given as follows:
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ρAB(t0) =ρAB(t1) + dρAB =
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where dρABand dρBA are the reduction corrections from
observation epochs t1 and t2 to the target epoch t0. These
variables are related to the differences in the distances and
clock offsets of the two satellites from observed epochs to
the target epoch. dρABand dρBAare given as follows:
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where dρABand dρBAcan be calculated from the predicted
satellite orbit and clock offset parameters. From Eq. 3, the
calculation accuracy of dρABand dρBAdepends on the accu-
racies of the satellite clock rate and satellite orbit velocity
rather than the satellite position accuracy and predicted clock
offset accuracy. According to Tang et al. (2018), time differ-
ences between the target epoch and observation epochs are
below 3 s, the prediction uncertainty of the BDS-3 satellite
velocity is below 0.1 mm/s and the prediction error of the
BDS-3 satellite clock rate is below 1.0E-4 ns/s. Therefore,
we can calculate that the accuracy loss for dρABand dρBAis
smaller than 3 mm, which is far less than the current estima-
tion errors for the satellite orbit and clock offset.

By subtracting the reduced, dual, one-way observations in
Eq. 2 at the target epoch, the satellite orbit information can
be eliminated, and the observation equation for inter-satellite
clock offset can be obtained as follows:

ρAB(t0) − ρBA(t0)

2
= c[clkB(t0) − clkA(t0)] + ζAB − ζBA

2
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2

(4)

�ρAB
cor and�ρBA

cor can be easilymodeled, and the hardware
delays are constant values. By subtracting the mentioned
variables from the left side of Eq. 4, the inter-satellite clock
offset can be obtained by the following equation:

c · [clkB(t0) − clkA(t0)] + ζAB − ζBA

2

= ρAB(t0) − ρBA(t0)

2
−c

τSendA − τ Rcv
A

2
+c
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B

2

−�ρAB
cor − �ρBA

cor

2
(5)

The inter-satellite clock offsets obtained by Eq. 5 are
referred to as Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets.
While Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets are free
of orbital errors, they suffer from ISL measurement errors,
including systematic errors and random noise. Tang et al.
(2018), Pan et al. (2018) and Chen et al. (2020) analyzed the
characteristics of the Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock off-
sets and used them to determine satellite clock offsets relative
to BDT. Random noise at the 10-cm level and periodic fluctu-
ations were observed from the Ka-band inter-satellite direct
clock offsets. Previous studies used Ka-band inter-satellite
direct clock offsets as input measurements for BDS-3 broad-
cast clock parameter generation.

The BDS-3 ISL has a TDMA structure. One satellite
connects with different satellites in different time intervals
to perform dual, one-way ranging measurements. In one
connectivity cycle whose duration is 60 s, multiple Ka-
band inter-satellite direct clock offsets between the clocks of
one specific satellite and the other satellite can be obtained
by processing measurements using Eq. 5. Therefore, many
redundant Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets are
given for clock offset estimation. For example, the BDS-3
constellation consists of 30 satellites. Twenty-nine Ka-band
inter-satellite direct clock offsets are sufficient for clock syn-
chronization and the estimation of all the satellite clock
offsets relative to that of a chosen reference satellite. If N
Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets can be obtained in
one period for one specific satellite clock (for BDS-3 satel-
lite, N is usually from10 to 15within one connectivity cycle),
N*30/2 = N*15 clock differences in total are present for
satellite clock offset estimation. IfN > 2, redundant Ka-band
inter-satellite direct clock offsets can be used to filter the ISL
measurement errors.

In the proposed clock estimation approach, least square
estimation is used to suppress and filter the ISL measure-
ment errors. The observations of least square estimation are
the inter-satellite direct satellite clock offsets in one ISL cycle
obtained by processing ISL measurements with Eqs. 1–5.
Clock offsets for a specific satellite during an ISL cycle are
treated as linear polynomial model including the satellite
clock offset at the starting point (a0) of an ISL cycle and
a clock rate (a1). The satellite-specific clock model param-
eters including a0 and a1 relative to a reference satellite are
estimated from the ISL clock differences using least-square
adjustment. By using least-square estimation, the ISL mea-
surement errors are effectively filtered, and the estimated
clock offsets are more precise. Since the Allan deviation of
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Fig. 1 Satellite clock offset differences for Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets and precise GFZ products

BDS-3 satellite atomic clocks is below 3e-12 at 60-s aver-
aging interval, the RMS of the accuracy loss caused by such
an assumption is below 3 mm. The estimated clock offsets at
the starting point (a0) of an ISL cycle are used for analysis
in the following context.

In the following context, the estimated clock offsets
are referred to as Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock off-
sets. Notably, in the proposed algorithm, the clock offset
estimations are free of orbit errors. Furthermore, the ISL
measurement noises are greatly suppressed.

2.2 Accuracy evaluation

The accuracy of the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock off-
sets will be evaluated in this section. They are first compared
with precise clock offsets provided by theGFZMGEXanaly-
sis center. The GFZ precise clock offsets are generated using
the ODTS process based on pseudorange and carrier-phase
measurements from small numbers (for IGSO) to hundreds
(MEO) of globally distributed stations. The clock accuracy
of the MGEX GFZ products is 10 cm for BDS-2 (Steigen-
berger and Montenbruck 2019). Currently, the accuracy of
BDS-3 clock offsets has yet to be estimated. In this paper,
the accuracy of BDS-3 satellite clock offsets is set at the same
level as that of BDS-2.

We take the Ka-band inter-satellite clock offsets
of C39–C40 (IGSO–IGSO), C39–C19 (MEO-IGSO),
C29–C27 (MEO in the same orbital plane), and C19–C23
(MEO in the different orbital plane) as examples. After
removing the same trend, the residuals of GFZ inter-satellite
clock offsets and Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets
are compared, as shown in Fig. 1. The red lines are detrended
Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offset residuals. The
orange lines are detrended ODTS clock offset residuals. For
the pairs containing IGSOsatellites indicated in Fig. 1a and b,
the detrended residuals of GFZ precise clock offsets behave
quasi-periodically with some inter-day discontinuities, both
most probably due to correlation with the uncertainties in
the orbit modeling. However, quasi-periodic fluctuations and
daily discontinuities are absent in the Ka-band inter-satellite
filtered clock offsets. The detrended residuals of Ka-band
inter-satellite filtered clock offsets appear as a continuous
line in Fig. 1a and b. ForMEO, the STD of the detrended Ka-
band inter-satellite filtered clock offset is 0.13 m in Fig. 1c
and 0.10 m in Fig. 1d, and the STD of the detrended GFZ
inter-satellite clock offset is 0.15 m in Fig. 1c and 0.12 m
in Fig. 1d. It means the detrended Ka-band inter-satellite fil-
tered clock offsets fluctuate slightly less than the detrended
GFZ clock offset differences on the 3-day scale.
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Fig. 2 Frequency stability of GFZ ODTS clock offset differences and LSQ Ka clock offset differences

As shown in Fig. 1, the quasi-periodic variation for the
IGSO satellites is more significant than that for MEO satel-
lites, probably indicating amore considerable orbit modeling
deficiency in GFZ solutions. Ka-band inter-satellite filtered
clock offsets behave more stably compared to both types of
satellites. One should note that the frequency instability of
theKa-band inter-satellite filteredMEOsatellite clockoffsets
is larger than that of the GFZ clock solutions with averag-
ing interval of less than 3600 s, as indicated in Fig. 2, since
the random noise level of the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered
clock offsets are larger than clock offsets generated using car-
rier phase measurements. However, Ka-band inter-satellite
filtered clock offsets display better frequency stability at
intervals larger than 3600 s, especially for IGSO satellites.
Furthermore, daily discontinuities are found in the GFZ pre-
cise clock offsets due to the different arc data involved, and
the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets are continu-
ous at day boundaries.

Considering that it is difficult for BDS-3 to deploy moni-
toring stations worldwide, the clock offsets estimated by the
new approach are more suitable for BDS to generate clock
parameters than the cock offsets estimated by the ODTS
method.

The Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets and Ka-
band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets are compared in
Fig. 3. The blue lines indicate the detrended residuals of
Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets, which are esti-
mated by the Ka-band ISL two-way comparison approach
(3 s intervals). The red lines indicate the detrended residuals
of Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets.

From Fig. 3, the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock off-
sets not only can directly estimate inter-satellite clock offset
when ISLs are not established directly, but also suffer from
less noise and lower estimation errors.
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Fig. 3 Three-day detrended residuals of Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets and Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets

Fig. 4 Clock offset noise level for the two methods

Linear polynomial fitting was performed every 10 min for
Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets andKa-band inter-
satellite filtered clock offsets. The STD results of the fitting
residual were calculated for each inter-satellite clock offset
sequence. Averaging the STD results of each ISL for 10 days,
the noise STD of each ISL was obtained. Selecting a satellite

clock and further averaging the noise STD of ISLs only con-
taining the selected satellite clock, the averaged noise STD
of the selected satellite clock was obtained. The noise levels
(STD) of Ka-band inter-satellite direct clock offsets (blue)
and Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets (yellow) are
given in Fig. 4. Obvious difference for blue bars dividing
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Table 1 The SPBT information

PRN Overlapping Hadamard
deviation (1 day)

Weight Clock
cluster

C41 1.89E−15 0.40 SPBT a

C28 2.50E−15 0.21

C45 2.95E−15 0.16

C35 3.47E−15 0.12

C26 4.10E−15 0.01

C34 8.46E−15 0.02

C40 1.97E−15 0.37 SPBT b

C27 2.40E−15 0.24

C29 3.44E−15 0.13

C46 3.25E−15 0.13

C37 3.95E−15 0.08

C36 4.12E−15 0.04

at PRN = 25 is probably related to satellite manufacturers
(The satellites before PRN = 25 in Fig. 4 are manufactured
by CAST, and the rest are manufactured by SECM).

From Fig. 4, the noise level of the clock offsets estimated
with the new approach is 0.7 cm, and that of the clock offsets
estimated with the two-way comparison method is 1.7 cm.
Thus, the noise level of the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered
clock offset is 41% of the noise level of the Ka-band inter-
satellite direct clock offset.

3 Generation of BDS-3 space-borne
timescale

Since high-performance PHMs on BDS-3 satellites are
relatively stable, it is possible to generate a space-borne
timescale that is comparable with the ground timescale (i.e.,
BDT) in terms of frequency stability. After a space-borne
timescale is generated, the broadcasted clock parameters
can be autonomously updated onboard. This section concen-
trates on the feasibility of generating a space-borne timescale
using Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets of high-
performance atomic clocks onboard BDS-3 satellites.

3.1 Generationmethod

Aspace-borne timescale is generated as theweighted average
of satellite clock offsets. Unlike the timescale in the ALGOS
approach (Weiss and Weissert 1991; Gao et al. 2008), which
is used for real-time applications, a space-borne timescale is
generated in a postprocessing mode for feasibility analysis
and performance assessment. The inputs for the space-borne
timescale generation are the Ka-band inter-satellite clock
offsets with respect to a chosen reference satellite clock.
The space-borne timescale is usually expressed based on
the corresponding difference to a reference satellite clock.

Fig. 5 Frequency stability of the
two SPBT differences
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Space-borne timescale generation can be conducted as fol-
lows:

SPBT (t) − clkq(t) =
∑N

i �=q wi

(

�clklsqiq (t)
)

N
(6)

where N is the number of satellites for space-borne timescale
generation, q is the reference satellite, i is the subscript of
satellite, �clklsqiq (t) is the inter-satellite clock offset of satel-
lite i with respect to reference satellite q at time t based on the
approaches in Sect. 2, SPBT (t) is the generated space-borne
timescale at time t, and clkq(t) is the clock offset of reference
satellite q at time t. wi refers to the weight of satellite i for
space-borne timescale generation:

∑

wi=1 (7)

The clock offsets of satellite i with respect to the space-
borne timescale can be obtained by:

SPBT (t) − clki (t) = (

SPBT (t) − clkq(t)
) − �clklsqiq (t)

(8)

where clki (t) is the estimated clock offset of satellite i at
time t and SPBT (t) − clkq(t) is the estimated difference of
space-borne timescales with the reference satellite clock q
from Eq. 6.

The space-borne timescale is generated using a two-step
process. First, the preliminary SPBT is obtained following
Eq. 8with the sameweights:wi = 1

N , (i = 1, 2, 3, ......, N ).
All the satellite clock offsets relative to the preliminary SPBT
are easily obtained from Eq. 8. The clock offsets relative to
the preliminary SPBT are used to calculate the overlapping
Hadamard variance of all the satellites. Second, the SPBT is
generated using Eq. 6 with adjusted weights. The adjusted
weights follow Eq. 9.

ωi (t) =
1
σ 2
i

∑n
i=1

1
σ 2
i

(
N

∑

i=1

ωi (t) = 1, max(ωi (t)) <
A

N

)

(9)

where σ 2
i is the overlapping Hadamard variance at a 1-day

interval, ωi represents the weights, and A is the empirical
parameter associated withmaximumweight, which is empir-
ically set to 2.5 (Qin et al. 2018).

The two-step-derived SPBT yields the smallest overlap-
ping Hadamard variance at a 1-day interval among all the
onboard satellite clock cases and is the proposed space-borne
timescale for satellite clock prediction and evaluation. Ta
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Fig. 6 Sixty-day fitting residuals for onboard atomic clocks: (a) PHMS and (b) RAFS

Fig. 7 Frequency stability of BDS-3 onboard atomic clocks

3.2 Performance

In this section, the performance of the space-borne timescale
generated as discussed in Sect. 3.1 is evaluated. Given that
a space-borne timescale is usually not accessible, the differ-
ences between two separate space-borne timescales are used
for space-borne timescale performance evaluation.

Frequency and phase changes for onboard atomic clocks
will seriously affect the observed apparent clock. After
excluding abnormal satellites and epochs, 12 onboard, high-
performance atomic clocks are selected to construct a pre-
liminary space-borne timescale. Based on the preliminary
space-borne timescale, the overlappingHadamard deviations

of the 12 selected satellite clocks with 1-day averaging inter-
vals are calculated. The 12 satellite clocks are divided into
two separate clusters. Each cluster contains 6 satellites. The
average frequency stabilities of the 6 satellites in the two clus-
ters are set to be as equal as possible. Each cluster of satellites
is used to generate a space-borne timescale. Therefore, two
different space-borne timescales SPBT a and SPBT b are
generated independently. The overlapping Hadamard devi-
ations of the selected 12 satellites and the weights used to
generate the final space-borne timescale are given in Table
1.

By selecting a common onboard atomic clock, the two
SPBT differences can be obtained from Eq. 10.:
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Table 3 Frequency stability of BDS-3 PHMs

PRN 60 s 10,000 s 86,400 s

C39 6.61E−13 1.24E−14 2.66E−15

C40 6.32E−13 1.08E−14 2.31E−15

C26 9.67E−13 1.72E−14 3.71E−15

C27 7.64E−13 1.81E−14 2.97E−15

C28 6.54E−13 2.31E−14 3.32E−15

C29 7.71E−13 1.68E−14 3.61E−15

C35 7.11E−13 1.60E−14 3.67E−15

C43 8.10E−13 1.43E−14 4.28E−15

C45 6.81E−13 2.19E−14 3.43E−15

C46 5.91E−13 1.35E−14 3.65E−15

Maximum 9.67E−13 2.31E−14 4.28E−15

Minimum 5.91E−13 1.08E−14 2.31E−15

Mean 7.24E−13 1.64E−14 3.36E−15

Table 4 Frequency stabilities of BDS-3 RAFSs

PRN 60 s 10,000 s 86,400 s

C19 5.57E−13 2.04E−14 7.77E−15

C20 6.51E−13 2.24E−14 1.02E−14

C21 5.52E−13 1.98E−14 1.08E−14

C22 5.83E−13 1.98E−14 9.43E−15

C23 7.95E−13 2.22E−14 6.24E−15

C24 5.47E−13 1.98E−14 1.08E−14

C32 5.93E−13 1.37E−14 7.85E−15

C33 5.43E−13 2.34E−14 9.72E−15

C34 6.55E−13 1.46E−14 7.38E−15

C36 6.28E−13 1.89E−14 4.74E−15

C37 5.22E−13 1.72E−14 4.33E−15

C41 6.53E−13 1.69E−14 4.95E−15

C42 5.89E−13 1.78E−14 7.72E−15

C44 6.91E−13 2.14E−14 1.20E−14

Maximum 7.95E−13 2.34E−14 1.20E−14

Minimum 5.22E−13 1.37E−14 4.33E−15

Mean 6.11E−13 1.92E−14 8.14E−15

SPBTa − SPBT b = (

SPBTa − clkA
) −

(

SPBT b − clkA
)

(10)

where A is the selected common onboard atomic clock. The
SPBT a − clkA and SPBT b − clkA can be calculated from
Eq. 8.

The prediction uncertainty and the frequency stabilities of
the space-borne timescale differences SPBT a−SPBT b can

be evaluated with Eq. 10. With the assumptions that SPBT a

and SPBT b are characterized by equal performance and that
SPBT a and SPBT b are generated separately, the frequency
stabilities and prediction errors of the space-borne timescale
differences are

√
2 times of a specific timescale, i.e., SPBT a

or SPBT b. The overlapping Hadamard deviation is given
in Fig. 5. The blue line denotes the frequency stabilities of
SPBT a − SPBT b, and the red line denotes the frequency
stabilities of one specific SPBT (SPBTa or SPBTb). The fre-
quency stability is obtained by assuming that SPBTa and
SPBTb are characterized by equal performance and that the
frequency stability of the space-borne timescale differences
is

√
2 times that of one specific timescale, i.e., SPBTa or

SPBTb

The daily frequency stability and 2-h prediction errors
(from 0 to 2 h) and 24-h prediction error (from 0 to 24 h) of
space-borne timescale differences for SPBT a and SPBT b

are given in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that the 2-h prediction error of the SPBT

is 0.02 m, the 1-day prediction error is 0.07 m, and the fre-
quency stability of the SPBT is 6.99E−15 and 1.22E−15
at 10000-s and 1-day intervals, respectively. These levels are
the same as those for GPST andGST. If the number of BDS-3
satellites is increasedwhen constructing the SPBT, the SPBT-
based results will be theoretically better than the results of
SPBT a and SPBT b. Assuming SPBT a and SPBT b share
the same frequency stability, frequency stability of SPBT a

or SPBT b is
√
2 times of the frequency stability of the

SPBTc, which was generated by all the 12 satellites. There-
fore, if all 12 satellites are used to generate the SPBTc,
the frequency stabilities of the SPBTc at 10000-s and 1-day
intervals are expected to be4.94E−15and8.64E−16, respec-
tively.

4 Performance evaluation of onboard
atomic clocks

Having a space-borne timescale with stable frequency is
a prerequisite for autonomous broadcast clock parameter
generation and performance evaluation of onboard atomic
clocks. From Sect. 3, the performance of the obtained space-
borne timescale is comparable to that of ground timescales.
In this section, at least 6 atomic clocks with the best fre-
quency stability (C26, C28, C29, C39, C43, C45, and C46)
are used to generate the SPBT to evaluate the performance
of BDS-3 onboard atomic clocks. Because more satellites or
better clocks are used to construct SPBT than are used for
SPBT a or SPBT b, the performance results for SPBT are
theoretically better than those for SPBT a or SPBT b.
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Table 5 Twenty-four-hour prediction error for BDS-3 PHMs (60 days)

PRN Fitting degree RMS (m) 95% error (m)

39 1 0.10 0.21

40 1 0.06 0.12

26 1 0.12 0.25

27 1 0.10 0.20

28 1 0.10 0.21

29 1 0.10 0.19

35 1 0.10 0.20

43 1 0.12 0.24

45 1 0.14 0.30

46 1 0.23 0.45

MEAN 0.12 0.24

Table 6 24-h prediction error for BDS-3 RAFSs (60 days)

PRN Fitting degree RMS (m) 95% error (m)

19 2 0.33 0.74

20 2 0.41 0.91

21 2 0.55 1.28

22 2 0.52 1.15

23 2 0.25 0.56

24 2 0.44 1.00

32 2 0.32 0.58

33 2 0.41 0.85

34 2 0.35 0.68

36 2 0.23 0.51

37 2 0.23 0.49

41 2 0.31 0.64

42 2 0.28 0.62

44 2 0.62 1.53

MEAN 0.37 0.82

4.1 Frequency stability

The long-term residuals of the clock offsets after removing
quadratic polynomial trends reflect the frequency stability
behavior in the time domain. With respect to the SPBT, the
60-day quadratic polynomial fitting residuals are shown in
Fig. 6.

The average STD value of PHMs is 0.27 m, and the best
value is 0.11 m. The average STD value of RAFS is 2.39 m,
and the best value is 0.46 m.

Frequency stability is a crucial parameter that describes
the ability of an atomic clock to maintain a constant fre-
quency. The value and characteristic of frequency stability at
different time scales can reflect the punctuality of the clock

at that particular time scale. As a result, frequency stabil-
ity is highly correlated with the predictive ability of atomic
clocks, andmany researchers take it as an important indicator
to evaluate the clock’s performance (Jia et al. 2019). Figure 7
plots the frequency stability of the BDS-3 satellites.

The statistical results for BDS-3 PHMs are given in Table
3. Similarly, the frequency stabilities of BDS-3 RAFSs are
given in Table 4.

The 10000-s and daily frequency stabilities of the BDS-3
PHMs are 1.6E−14 and 3.4E−15. The 10000-s and daily
frequency stabilities of the BDS-3 RAFSs are 1.92E−14
and 8.14E−15, respectively. The previously computed daily
frequency stabilities obtained by ODTS are 3.8E−15 ~
6.0E−15 forBDS-3PHMs (Zhou et al. 2020;Wuet al. 2018).
Thus, these results are better than the previously computed
values obtained byODTS (The detailed comparison can refer
to Fig. 2).

4.2 Prediction uncertainty

A 24-h prediction is performed by fitting the previous 24-h
clock offsets with a linear polynomial model for PHMs and
quadratic model for RAFSs. The statistical results for the 60-
day prediction error (from 0 to 24 h) are given in Tables 5
and 6.

The average RMS of the 24-h prediction errors for the
PHMs is 0.12 m, and the best value is 0.06 m. The prediction
errors of C40 from April 1 to April 10 are shown in Fig. 8;
the blue line in Fig. 8a is the clock offset based on the space-
borne time scale, the red line in Fig. 8a is the predicted clock
offset, the red line in Fig. 8b is the 24-h prediction error,
and the blue line in Fig. 8b plots the fitting residuals of the
previous 24-h clock offset.

The 24-h prediction uncertainty of the BDS-3 RAFSs is
0.37 m, significantly worse than that of the PHMs; addition-
ally, the best RAFS case is observed for C36, with an error of
0.23 m. Similar to Fig. 8, the prediction errors of C36 from
April 1 to April 10 are shown in Fig. 9.

The BDS-3 broadcast clock parameters are updated every
hour. The short-term prediction uncertainty, i.e., the 2-h pre-
diction error, is closely related to the BDS-3 signal-in-space
ranging error (SISRE) and PNT performance (Yang et al.
2021). The results suggest that if the prediction time and fit-
ting time are both two hours, the prediction uncertainty of the
linear fitting model is lower than that of the quadratic poly-
nomial model both for PHM and RAFS clocks. Referring to
the SPBTs, the statistics for the short-term (2-h) prediction
errors of the PHMs and RAFSs are shown in Tables 7 and 8.

The average RMS value of the 2-h prediction errors of the
BDS-3 PHMs is 0.04 m, and the satellite with the best PHM
clock is C40, with an error of only 0.03 m. The prediction
errors of C40 from April 1 to April 3 are shown in Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8 One-day prediction error for C40 (PHM)

Fig. 9 One-day prediction error
for C36 (RAFS)

The average RMS value of the 2-h prediction errors of the
BDS-3 RAFSs is 0.05 m. Among them, the satellite with the
best RAFS clock is C32, with an error of only 0.04 m. The
prediction errors of C32 from April 1 to April 3 are shown
in Fig. 11.

By comparison, it can be found that the 2-h predic-
tive ability of PHMs is slightly better than that of RAFSs,
but the results are generally similar. The above results are
slightly better than the previously published values obtained
by ODTS, an example of which may be found in Qin et al.
2019, who reports a 0.08 m error (RMS) for 2-h prediction.

5 Conclusion and discussion

This paper focuses on a feasibility analysis of generating a
space-borne timescale stable enough to compete with ground
timescales. Basic functions of a space-borne timescale
include accurate clock synchronization and the provision of
a clock prediction reference. First, this paper proposes a new
centimeter-level clock synchronization approach that uses
ISL measurements to estimate high-precision inter-satellite
clock offsets. Compared to the clock offsets estimated by
the ODTS approach, the clock offsets estimated by the new
approach do not suffer from daily discontinuities and peri-
odic orbit errors. The new approach can yield more accurate
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Table 7 Two-hour prediction errors for the BDS-3 PHMs (60 days)

PRN Fitting degree RMS (m) 95% error (m)

C39 1 0.04 0.07

C40 1 0.03 0.05

C26 1 0.06 0.11

C27 1 0.04 0.09

C28 1 0.06 0.11

C29 1 0.04 0.09

C35 1 0.04 0.07

C43 1 0.04 0.08

C45 1 0.05 0.11

C46 1 0.04 0.07

Mean 0.04 0.09

Table 8 Two-hour prediction errors for the BDS-3 RAFSs (60 days)

PRN Fitting degree RMS (m) 95% error (m)

C19 1 0.05 0.11

C20 1 0.06 0.11

C21 1 0.05 0.11

C22 1 0.05 0.10

C23 1 0.06 0.12

C24 1 0.05 0.09

C32 1 0.04 0.09

C33 1 0.05 0.10

C34 1 0.04 0.08

C36 1 0.05 0.10

C37 1 0.04 0.09

C41 1 0.04 0.09

C42 1 0.04 0.09

C44 1 0.06 0.11

Mean 0.05 0.10

offsets with higher frequency stabilities at averaging inter-
vals from 10,000 s to 1 day. The new approach can obtain
inter-satellite clock offsets with a lower noise level of 0.7 cm,
which is 41% less than that of theKa-band inter-satellite two-
way direct comparison approach.

With the Ka-band inter-satellite filtered clock offsets, a
space-borne timescale called SPBT is generated. Benefitting
from the onboard high-performance BDS-3 atomic clock and
the centimeter-level clock synchronization approach, the fre-
quency stabilities of the SPBT generated with only 6 BDS-3
satellites are better than 7.0E-15 and 1.2E-15 at 10000-s and
1-day intervals, respectively; these values are close to those
of ground GNSS timescales. The frequency stability of the
SPBT generated by 12 BDS-3 satellites is expected to be

5.0E-15 and 8.6E-16 for 10000-s and 1-day intervals, respec-
tively.

The onboard performance of BDS-3 atomic clocks is eval-
uated with reference to the SPBTs. The frequency average
stabilities of BDS-3 onboard atomic clocks are 1.8E-14 and
6.2E-15 at 10,000- and 86,400-s intervals, respectively. This
result is better than the result based on the direct two-way
comparison approach (Zhou et al. 2020; Pan et al. 2021).
Notably, the frequency stabilities of the best BDS-3 RAFS
are 1.7E-14 and 4.3E-15, and the frequency stabilities of the
bestBDS-3PHMare 1.1E-14 and 2.2E-15. The above results
indicate that the stabilities of BDS-3 atomic clocks are at the
same levels as other GNSSs (Steigenberger et al. 2016; Li
et al. 2019).

Based on the new clock synchronization approach, the 2-
h prediction uncertainty of BDS-3 onboard atomic clocks is
better than 0.05 m (RMS) with respect to the SPBT. By com-
parison, ODTS clock prediction uncertainty is about 0.08 m
(RMS) for 2-h prediction as reported by Qin et al. 2019.

The above results indicate that it is feasible to generate
a space-borne timescale comparable to ground time systems
using inter-satellite links and highly stable onboard atomic
clocks onBDS-3 satellites. Performance evaluations ofBDS-
3 onboard satellite clocks and clock parameter estimation
methods could benefit from such space-borne timescales.

Two basic functions of the generated space-borne
timescale are real-time centimeter-level clock synchroniza-
tion and the provision of a predictable time-scale reference.
Based on these two functions, it is possible to autonomously
update accurate broadcast clock parameters without frequent
updates from the ground. Additionally, the next GNSS con-
stellation, Kepler (Giorgi et al. 2019; Glaser et al. 2020),
may use a clock-free GNSS for positioning services and
generating a reference frame. Centimeter-level real-time
synchronization between satellite clocks and autonomous
updates to broadcast clock parameters, as proposed by this
contribution, can be included in a clock-synchronized GNSS
frame, inwhich inter-satellite clocks are synchronized before
orbit determination. The corresponding benefits are included
in the clock prediction method proposed in this paper,
although further expansions may be possible. Other bene-
fits of the SPBT and incorporation with other space-borne or
ground-based timescales will be discussed in future work.

It should be noted that although the inter-satellite link
clock offsets have advantages on clock prediction, clock
offsets estimated by OTDS are more advantageous in other
fields, such as real-time PPP services due to their consistency
with precise orbits.
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Fig. 10 Two-hour prediction
error for C40 (PHM)

Fig. 11 Two-hour prediction
error for C32 (RAFS)
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